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ACT ONE

Sofia, a 15 year old princess from a small German principality, and her 31 year old mother arrive at St. Petersburg.

The new Russian Empress, Elizabeth I, intends to marry Sofia to her nephew Peter, grandson of Peter the Great.

Before that, Sofia (christened in Russia Catherine) takes lessons in the Russian language (from a scholar, Ivan Adadurov, and six little Slavonic Letters), in history (from a friend, Princess Dashkova) and in the Orthodox faith (from the priest Todorsky). Sofia is smart and learns fast. She pleases everyone and establishes herself at the court. Catherine borrows an enormous sum of money from the British Ambassador in order to bribe her supporters.

Intermission...

ACT TWO

A mean little letter, Az, persuades Catherine to do away with Peter and seize power when the Empress dies.

A kind little letter, Dobro, a personification of her conscience, persuades Catherine to love Peter and see through his whims to find the unhappy and abandoned little boy in him.
Peter is indeed a difficult teenager of 14. He admires the rival Prussian king Friedrich and dislikes the Russian ways. He is not inclined to do anything but play soldiers and stage puppet shows. After his wedding, Peter falls in love with Lisa Vorontsova, who enjoys his puppets and, unlike Catherine, figures out how to please him.

Peter senses that Catherine is cold and calculating; nevertheless, her friendship means a lot to him.

Meanwhile, Catherine’s mother flirts with courtiers and spies for king Friedrich. She is caught and expelled from Russia.

Elizabeth, whose primary goal is to secure a legitimate heir to the Russian throne, hopes the newly-weds will produce a baby.

However, after eight years of marriage Catherine stays virgin.

This enrages Elizabeth who summons her cousin, Choglokova, and threatens to send her to Siberia if an heir is not produced.

Choglokova orders Prince Saltykov, a happily married man, to win Catherine’s heart and make her pregnant.

Catherine, to the dismay of her closest friend, Dashkova, falls in love with Saltykov and gives up all her ambitious plans.

When she gets pregnant, she finds out that her lover actually loathes her and that his affections are just an assignment.
Catherine is shocked and unhappy, but she resumes her pursuit of power. An heir is born, and Elizabeth is no longer interested in her nephew’s wife. However, when Elizabeth dies, many people are loyal to Catherine and not to her husband or son.

Peter’s misbehavior at Elizabeth’s funeral displeases even his loyal courtiers; Dashkova and the guards stage a coup and overthrow Peter. An officer, Gregory Orlov, strangles the new emperor.

Catherine becomes Empress. She thanks or forgives every one who fought for or against her; little letters who did not take part in the coup citing different fake reasons are forgiven as well.

Only Dobro, the letter representing Catherine’s conscience, decides to leave the court forever. However, after the British Ambassador bribes Dobro, she stays at the court.

The End...
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